
Chapter 1P.-O. L�OWDIN AND THE QUANTUMMECHANICSOF MOLECULESyR. G. WoolleyDept. of Chemistry and Physics,Nottingham Trent University,Nottingham NG11 8NS, UK.guy.woolley@ntu.ac.ukB. T. Sutcli�eLaboratoire de Chimie Physique Mol�eculaire,Universit�e Libre de Bruxelles,B-1050 Bruxelles, Belgiumbsutclif@ulb.ac.beAbstract It is surely no exaggeration to say that all Per-Olov L�owdin's careerwas devoted to the quantum mechanics of molecules. But late in hiscareer he began detailed consideration of a formal de�nition of the termmolecule within quantum mechanics. The authors �rst heard him talkof such matters at a meeting held in honour of Prof. Raymond Daudelin 1986. The paper arising from this talk appeared in 1988 and wasfollowed during the next six or so years by others in the same vein. Intribute to Per-Olov we should like here to examine the work in thesepapers.1. IntroductionTowards the end of his scienti�c career, Per-Olov L�owdin activelydevoted time to foundational questions of quantum chemistry. He gavemany talks at conferences and workshops in which he surveyed the whole�This article appeared in E. J. Br�andas and E. S. Kryachko (eds.), Fundamental World ofQuantum Chemistry, Vol. 1 21-65, 2003 Kluwer Academic Publshers.1



2range of theoretical techniques employed in quantum chemistry. He alsodrew attention to what he saw as signi�cant problems that his generationhad not succeeded in resolving, and expressed the hope that the nextgeneration of leaders in the �eld of quantum chemistry would take upthe challenge; some of these talks were written up and published. Inthe following we refer only to the published work [1]�[6] that we havelocated [7], and concentrate on his attempts to give a quantum de�nitionof a molecule.His approach is presented fairly fully in just two of the papers [1, 2]which have much common material that we describe below, whereas theother papers [3]�[6] give only summary discussion, and draw attentionto some of the unsolved problems. We have felt it appropriate to summa-rize Per-Olov's views (Section 3) very much in his own words which wehave taken freely from these papers. We start with a summary accountof the historical perspective as a background to L�owdin's concerns. Thedevelopment of quantum chemistry is a well-known story. It is generallyaccepted that because of the great di�erence in the masses of electronsand nuclei it is a good approximation to treat the electronic and nuclearmotions as being essentially independent. Thus the electronic states canbe determined at di�erent nuclear geometries by treating the nuclei as�xed sources of a potential for the electronic motion. The charge dis-tribution of the electrons is then a function of the nuclear positions anddetermines the nuclear motion [8, 9]. Our main concern is to emphasizehow its procedures require identical nuclei to be treated as distinguish-able particles. We take this feature to be the de�ning characteristic ofquantum chemistry.It is clear that L�owdin was not satis�ed with the traditional account.In [2] he starts with the famous Dirac quotation about the theoreticalbasis for the whole of chemistry being known with the completion ofquantum mechanics (see Section 2 below), but reminds us that the sit-uation in quantum mechanics is just the same as with Newton's laws;these laws regulate the planetary motion but do not describe the plan-etary system itself - the various planets, their masses, the actual initialconditions appropriate to the solar system. He notes that \quantumchemistry is to a large extent still based on a great deal of chemicaland physical insight of mostly experimental nature", and that there isa very long road from the statement that a molecule is a collection ofelectrons and nuclei, subject to the laws of quantum mechanics, to anaccount of chemistry, longer perhaps than Dirac ever imagined. The �rststeps on this road involve an examination of the quantum mechanics ofa molecule that is not based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.At the WATOC90 conference in Toronto, L�owdin declared \One of the



3most urgent problems of modern quantum chemistry is to treat the mo-tions of the atomic nuclei and the electrons on a more or less equivalentbasis" [5]. The motivation for such a step had been identi�ed in hisearlier lecture in Paris [1]: \In this way, we may have a somewhat bet-ter chance to try to eliminate - or at least minimize - the elements ofchemical insight derived from experimental experience which are now soessential as starting points of the theory."His programme (Section 3) is to start with the non-relativistic Hamil-tonian1, H, for a collection of electrons and nuclei interacting via Coulom-bic forces, and to use the results of modern mathematical analysis to seehow far he can go with the characterization of the properties of H. Therelevant branch of mathematics is the functional analysis for operatorson a Hilbert space; this subject is now very extensive and there is awealth of results, as well as recognized open problems, relevant to thequantum mechanics of the Coulomb Hamiltonian [10, 11]. We attempthere to draw this information together as a development of the approachL�owdin sketched in his late papers [1]�[6].2. Quantum chemistry: the historicalperspectiveIn 1929 Dirac wrote famously [12]The fundamental laws necessary for the mathematical treatment of largeparts of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus fully known, andthe di�culty lies only in the fact that application of these laws leads toequations that are too complex to be solved.Whatever might have been felt by the Chemists of the day about Dirac'sclaim (and about this, see Sim~oes [13]), there can be no doubt that quan-tum mechanical ideas began to be very inuential in chemistry fromthe early 1930s onwards. Not only did Pauling's quantum mechanicallybased, if still qualitative, valence bond ideas begin to supplement thetraditional Lewis and Langmuir account of bonding but also the workof H�uckel, Hund and Mulliken led to the idea of molecular orbitals. Themolecular orbital approach led to simpli�cations in the complex equa-tions of quantum theory in such a way as to enable certain kinds of modelcalculations to be made on molecules. The results of such calculationscould be correlated with experimental observations, and quantitative de-velopments along these lines continued throughout the 1940s. With thedevelopment of electronic computers, however, the complexity of theequations began to seem rather less of a problem and from the early1The Coulomb Hamiltonian



41950s onwards there were attempts to understand some of the molec-ular aspects of chemistry by means of quantum mechanical electronicstructure calculations. These were performed within the clamped nu-clei scheme using linear combinations of atomic orbitals and aimed toevaluate computationally the molecular integrals that arise when this isdone.In this context it is interesting to recall what Coulson said in hisTilden lecture given in October 1951 [14]. He quotes Dirac as above butthen goes on to sayYet the true contribution of wave mechanics is not here, as I have toremind myself when I am being urged to start immense schemes forthe numerical evaluation of molecular integrals. But if it is not here,where is it? The answer is simple. Wave mechanics has shown us whatis going on, and at the deepest possible level. We shall �nd, � � �, thatit has taken the concepts of the experimental chemist{the imaginativeperception that those who had lived in their laboratories and allowedtheir minds to dwell creatively upon the facts that they found{and ithas shown how they all �t together; how, if you wish, they have onesingle rationale; and how this hidden relationship to each other can bebrought out.What Coulson seems to be saying here is that Dirac was wrong in sup-posing that all that there was to chemistry could be comprehended ifonly we could solve the equations of wave mechanics. Coulson sees chem-istry as a much more complicated and imaginative enterprise than Diracapparently does; instead he suggests that wave mechanics has provided arationalising underpinning to many chemical ideas. He did not, in 1951anyway, believe that the most important contribution that quantummechanics could make to chemistry was by means of computation. Nev-ertheless, although computational quantum chemistry comprised andcontinues to comprise only a small part of chemistry, it has grown ininuence and utility, as was recognized explicitly in the award in 1998of the Nobel Prize for Chemistry to Kohn and Pople. It is the citationfor Pople that is of particular relevance here:John Pople is rewarded for developing computational methods makingpossible the theoretical study of molecules, their properties and howthey act together in chemical reactions. These methods are based onthe fundamental laws of quantum mechanics as de�ned by, among oth-ers, the physicist E. Schr�odinger. A computer is fed with particulars ofa molecule or a chemical reaction and the output is a description of theproperties of that molecule or how a chemical reaction may take place.The result is often used to illustrate or explain the results of di�erentkinds of experiment. Pople made his computational techniques easilyaccessible to researchers by designing the GAUSSIAN computer pro-gram. The �rst version was published in 1970. The program has since



5been developed and is now used by thousands of chemists in universitiesand commercial companies the world over.As this citation makes clear, many aspects of chemical behaviour can berationalized in terms of molecular electronic structure calculations madein the clamped nuclei approach.In the clamped nuclei approach, the nuclei form a geometrical �gurewhose shape and size are disposable. The nuclei generate an attrac-tive potential for electronic motion, and this potential is invariant underall uniform translations and all orthogonal transformations of the �g-ure. The Coulomb Hamiltonian for electronic motion is solved with thispotential to yield the electronic wavefunction and electronic energy forparticular choices of the nuclear geometry. The classical molecular struc-ture is taken to be that nuclear geometry at which the sum of electronicenergy and the classically calculated nuclear repulsion energy is a min-imum. The vibration-rotation spectrum can be understood in terms ofthe structure so calculated, freely rotating while the nuclei perform smallvibrations. Technically this outcome is achieved by treating the sum ofthe electronic energy and the nuclear repulsion energy as a potential witha minimum at the classical structure and solving the quantum mechani-cal vibration-rotation problem for nuclear motion about this minimum.This is a development of the approach �rst proposed by Eckart [15]. Byconstructing this potential as the nuclei are separated in various ways,nuclear collision calculations can be made, in terms of which many kindsof simple chemical reactions can be understood. The basis of the schemeis found in the work of Born and Oppenheimer [16] who gave a quantummechanical justi�cation for the treatment of the nuclei, in �rst approxi-mation, simply as providers of a potential for electronic motion.Eckart's work is in the context of classical mechanics and so makes noreference to the work of Born and Oppenheimer; however they share thesame classical viewpoint, namely that in a stable molecule the nuclei un-dergo only small oscillations about an equilibrium con�guration. Eckartproposes a coordinate frame �xed in the molecule which is such that theequilibrium positions of the nuclei are A constant vectors ai. The po-tential energy for the nuclei may be expressed in terms of displacementcoordinates �i(zi) = zi � aiwhich vanish when the molecule is at its equilibrium con�guration; herethe zi are nuclear coordinates expressed relative to the centre of nuclearmass in the frame �xed in the molecule.It is possible, by perfectly standard methods, to transform a clas-sical Hamiltonian into a quantum mechanical one. Equally, Eckart'sHamiltonian may be derived directly from the Schr�odinger equation for



6a system of A nuclei moving in the speci�ed potential [17]. The re-sulting quantum mechanical Hamiltonian must, if it is to be regardedas arising from the Coulomb Hamiltonian, be invariant under any per-mutation of identical particles. Consider, however, the changes inducedin the displacement coordinates by the permutation of identical nuclei.If a particular permutation induces the transposition zi $ zj then thedisplacement coordinates transform as�i(zi)! �i(zj); �j(zj)! �j(zi)and are usually di�erent from the initial ones. So in general one cannotexpect the Eckart Hamiltonian to be invariant under the permutation ofidentical nuclei. In fact the Eckart Hamiltonian is invariant only underthat sub-group of permutations that can be realised by the operationscomprising the point group of the equilibrium framework. An extremeexample of the di�erence between the Coulomb Hamiltonian, and theEckart model Hamiltonian is a�orded by a chiral molecule for which theonly symmetry operation is the identity (point group C1). Most chiralmolecules contain some identical nuclei of course.Historically it was found that the Eckart approach in classical formworked pretty well to describe molecular spectra and that it worked wellin quantum mechanical form too, provided that the symmetry of theproblem was restricted to that of the point group of the equilibriumframework, that is, to the point group of the classical molecular geom-etry. It thus appears that the quantum mechanical form of the EckartHamiltonian is appropriate if the displacement coordinates can be re-garded as describing distinguishable particles. The more extended kindsof potential energy surface needed to describe simple chemical reactionshave to be similarly symmetry restricted.It would thus seem necessary for the success of the standard ap-proaches that the nuclei be treated as identi�able particles, just as theyare in classical chemical structure theories. In the original work by Bornand Oppenheimer both the electrons and the nuclei are assumed at theoutset to be treated as quantum mechanical particles. In Section 3 oftheir paper [16] one reads (in a translation by S. M. Blinder [18]):An arbitrary con�guration of electrons and nuclei cannot always betreated by a general approximation procedure. We will here consideronly states which correspond to a stable molecule. We will begin withthe following question:Is there a system of values of the relative nuclear coordinates �i suchthat the eigenfunctions  n of the energy operator (6), in so far as theydepend on the �i, have values signi�cantly di�erent from zero only in asmall neighborhood of this set?



7This wave-mechanical requirement corresponds obviously to the clas-sical condition that the nuclei undergo only small oscillations about theequilibrium con�guration; the j nj2 is the probability of �nding a cer-tain con�guration of given energy.The energy operator referred to here as (6) is just the full CoulombHamiltonian in which the A nuclear coordinates are assumed express-ible in terms of the 3A � 6 relative nuclear coordinates �i and 6 morecoordinates which denote the position and orientation of the relativenuclear con�guration. In the discussion to establish an answer to thequestion that they pose in the second paragraph above, they do not re-quire the wave functions to have any particular permutational symmetry.But if the nuclei and the electrons were to be treated on an equal foot-ing in a Coulomb Hamiltonian for the whole molecular system, whichof course was the starting point of the work of Born and Oppenheimer,any identical nuclei would be indistinguishable and any wavefunctioninvolving them would have to reect the symmetries required by suchindistinguishability. Thus in using the clamped nuclei Hamiltonian toconstruct a potential, by holding the nuclei in �xed relative positionsand hence identifying them, we are discarding a fundamental symmetryof the full problem. This point appears to have been �rst recognised inthe literature by Berry [19].3. L�owdin's de�nition of a moleculeAlthough L�owdin fully accepted the tremendous range and utility ofmodern quantum chemistry it is evident in his late writings that he wassensitive to the fact that its foundation, particularly as regards `molecu-lar symmetry', relies substantially on practical chemical experience. Hehoped that a fundamental analysis of the Coulomb Hamiltonian for amolecule would help reduce this dependence on chemical insights, andinitiated such a study in the paper [1]. In the following we review theproblem taking L�owdin's study as our starting point.The Hamiltonian operator for a system of N electrons and A atomicnuclei may be written asH = AXg p2g2mg + e2 AXg<h ZgZhrgh + NXi  p2i2m � e2 AXg Zgrig!+ e2 NXi<j 1rij (1.1)where the individual terms have obvious physical interpretations. Themost basic operator property of H is that it is essentially self-adjoint, asfamously proved by Kato in 1951. The �rst, second and last terms on



8the rhs of (1.1) are positive, and the crude estimate [1]NXi  p2i2m � e2 AXg Zgrig! � �me4AN2�h2 AXg Zg2 (1.2)con�rms that H is bounded from below ; thus the spectrum has a lowesteigenvalue E0, so that H � E01 (1.3)For normalized wavefunctions in the L2�Hilbert space one then has thevariation principle, < H >= < �jHj� >< �j� > � E0 (1.4)and by using a scaling argument originally due to Hylleraas, it can beshown that < H >� 0 (1.5)i.e. E0 is always negative. L�owdin notes that a density matrix (or as heprefers to say `system operator') formulation is equally possible with< H >= Tr[H�]; T r[�] = 1; etc: (1.6)The lowest eigenvalue E0, however, lies at the bottom of a continuum,and so the associated eigenfunction describes a scattering state. Thereason for this is easily found by examining the symmetries of H. TheCoulomb Hamiltonian has the following constants of the motion [1, 2]:i) The total momentum2 P =Xk pk (1.7)ii) The total angular momentumL =Xk rk � pk (1.8)iii) The permutations P of the electronic coordinates xi which leadwith the Pauli Principle [12] to the antisymmetry property of the wave-functions P	 = (�1)p	 (1.9)2The sums are now taken over all the particles in the system.



9iv) The permutations of such nuclear coordinates as are associatedwith nuclei of the same mass.As a consequence of i) the centre-of-mass of the whole system, withcoordinate vector � = 1M Xk mkrk; M =Xk mk (1.10)moves like a free particle having an energy spectrum covering the interval[0;1], and so E0 must be at the bottom of a continuum. Thus it isdesirable to separate out the centre-of-mass motion by writingH = P2�2M + H0 = T� + H0 (1.11)and shift the focus of the investigation to the internal Hamiltonian H0which may have both discrete and continuous eigenvalues. There arein�nitely many possible choices of internal coordinates, so that the formof H0 is not determined, but whatever coordinates are chosen the essentialpoint is that H0 is the same operator speci�ed by the decomposition(1.11).Since the total angular momentum is constant, and can be written inthe form L = L� + Lint (1.12)where both terms are separately conserved, one could further transformH0 by making its rotational invariance explicit. L�owdin however doesnot pursue this further, and contents himself with the remark that theangular momentum operators have discrete spectra, and so do not alterthe analysis. At this point in the discussion, in both [1] and [2], he ob-serves that there are in any case other di�culties that - for the momentat least - must be given higher priority. He writes [2] \The CoulombicHamiltonian H0 does not provide much obvious information or guidance,since there is [sic] no speci�c assignments of the electrons occurring inthe systems to the atomic nuclei involved - hence there are no atoms,isomers, conformations etc. In particular one sees no molecular symme-try, and one may even wonder where it comes from. Still it is evidentthat all this information must be contained somehow in the CoulombicHamiltonian. In this situation, it is possible to proceed in two com-pletely di�erent ways." Firstly, there is the traditional approach basedon the Born-Oppenheimer argument which emerged from physical andchemical insights of essentially experimental nature as to the existenceof molecules, their shapes, symmetry etc. Most quantum chemistry isof this type and is hence still highly dependent on empirical experience.



10One may also use mathematical analysis; in order to show the existenceof a molecule in its ground state, one has to show that the lowest eigen-value E0 of the associated Hamiltonian H0 is discrete and correspondsto a closed state.That this statement can be true follows from two fundamental results.Firstly, a classical theorem asserts that, given a self-adjoint operator suchas H0 and a trial wavefunction that yields an expectation value < H0 >which is below the bottom of the essential spectrum, H0 has at least onediscrete negative eigenvalue. Secondly, the location of the bottom ofthe essential spectrum is de�ned by the famous Hunzicker-Van Winter-Zhislin (HVZ) theorem. It is obtained by looking at the lowest energyof all possible separated clusters. Taken together these two theoremscon�rm the validity of a conjecture on which quantum chemistry wasoriginally founded; namely if one can �nd an expectation value < H0 >which is a lower energy than the lowest energy of all possible separatedclusters then there exists a bound ground state. L�owdin cites the studyby Hylleraas of the energy of the He atom, the study of the H2 moleculeby James and Coolidge and other examples [1, 2].There are still formidable problems however, of which the most severeperhaps is the fact that the Coulomb Hamiltonian (1.1) is one and thesame for all possible isomers associated with a given chemical formula.L�owdin proposes a general energy surface that may provide a descriptionof isomerism [1, 2]; the energy surface is constructed by writingE(� < H0 >) = < �jH0j� >< �j� > (1.13)where � = �(X;Q;�); X and Q stand for all the electronic and nuclearvariables and are integrated out in the evaluation of < H0 >. Then Edepends on a set of parameters � = �1; �2; : : : �p, and its minima mightbe associated with stable isomers in a way familiar from the standardclassical discussion of potential energy surfaces; this calculation can alsobe formulated in a density matrix framework. He concludes that thecalculation of the hypersurface E(�) is a computational e�ort much big-ger than anything yet undertaken in quantum chemistry, and that a newcomputer architecture might be required. On the other hand molecularstructure itself is problematic in this setting [1]. Suppose the moleculecontains A nuclei which, to simplify the discussion, are taken to be dis-tinguishable, and that one nuclear coordinate is �xed in the process ofelimination of the centre-of-mass motion. There are then (3A � 3) co-ordinates to be determined, whereas there are 1=2A(A� 1) internucleardistances in a `structure', and so for A > 6 the system is over-determined.There must therefore be further constraints to make the additional in-



11ternuclear distances compatible with the others. Hence the existence ofspeci�c `molecular structures' cannot be taken for granted3.Finally, in Per-Olov's last published paper devoted to these questions[6], the fundamental problem for a quantum theory of molecules is iden-ti�ed as: where does molecular symmetry come from ? The tenor isvery much of handing over unsolved problems to a new generation: inhis words \It is de�nitely not easy to go beyond the conventional Born-Oppenheimer approximation and - even if some scientists have tackledthe problem with a certain amount of success - it seems evident thatsome new fundamental ideas may be needed."4. The spectrum of the Coulomb HamiltonianIn this section we develop further the ideas that L�owdin introduced inhis discussion of the bound states of the Coulomb Hamiltonian and theiridenti�cation as molecules. Nothing that is said here is at all new but it isperhaps not yet well represented in the theoretical chemistry literature soa brief summary of the fundamental results may be helpful. In [1] L�owdinacknowledges the help he received from correspondence with Prof. BarrySimon and draws attention to the book [20] The Analysis of Operatorsby Reed and Simon. Chapter XIII of that book contains proofs of manyof the results cited by L�owdin. In [20] some necessary results arising fromthe spectral theory of self-adjoint operators are simply quoted; detailsmay be found in earlier volumes by the same authors, particularly inSection VII [21] and Section X of [22]. An alternative source of similarlyrelevant material is the book by Thirring [23], who also provides a usefulsummary, expressed in accessible language and without too much detail,in his contribution to the Schr�odinger centenary volume [24].In 1951 Kato [25] established that the Coulomb Hamiltonian, H, is es-sentially self-adjoint. This property, which is stronger4 than Hermiticity,guarantees that the time evolution	(t) = exp(�iHt=�h)	(0)of a Schr�odinger wavefunction is unitary, and so conserves probability.This is not true for operators that are Hermitian but not self-adjoint. Itis easy enough to construct examples of such operators; an example givenby Thirring [24] is of the radial momentum operator �i�h@=@r acting onfunctions �(r), �(0) = 0 with 0 � r <1. He comments3If rotation is also separated o� [5] there are (3A � 6) coordinates and the condition forover-determination becomes A > 4.4They are the same for �nite-dimensional operators



12 Having been confronted with these facts of life one might wonder whetherSchr�odinger by writing down a formal Hamiltonian without specifyingits domain has actually predicted anything about atoms and molecules.That he has actually done so comes from the fact that the Coulomb po-tential, though unbounded, is small compared with the kinetic energy.It is the smallness of the Coulomb potential that is used to establishthat H is bounded from below, see (1.3).There are various ways in which the spectrum �(A) of a self-adjointoperator A may classi�ed. From the point of view of measure theorythe natural decomposition is into pure point, absolutely continuous andsingular continuous parts. The sets are closed but need not be disjoint.The discrete spectrum �d(A) is the subset of the pure point spectrumthat consists of isolated eigenvalues of �nite multiplicity. The essentialspectrum �ess(A) is the complement of the discrete spectrum and is thein�nite dimensional part.�ess(A) = �(A)\�d(A)The discrete spectrum and the essential spectrum are, by de�nition,disjoint; however, although the essential spectrum is always closed, thediscrete spectrum need not be. �ess(A) includes the absolutely continu-ous spectrum �ac(A) and the singular continuous spectrum, �sc(A) thislast consisting of in�nitely degenerate eigenfunctions. As we shall see,for the Coulomb Hamiltonian the singular continuous spectrum is empty,�sc(H) = ;.The absolutely continuous spectrum describes states in which the par-ticles leave a bounded region in a �nite time; these are the scatteringstates of the system. The discrete spectrum describes bound states inwhich the particles stay in�nitely long in a bounded region. This is thepart of the spectrum that is most usefully investigated in the search forthe molecule. If one considers the spectrum of the Coulomb Hamiltonianfor the Helium atom then the essential spectrum clearly begins at the�rst ionisation energy, an energy E somewhat below zero. Between thisbeginning and zero there are an in�nite number of states correspond-ing to those of the hydrogen-like system remaining after the ionisation,together with a free electron. Such states are part of the essential andnot of the discrete spectrum. At energies above zero the system consistsof a freely moving nucleus and two free electrons. Thus in the case ofthe Helium atom �d(H0) = [E0;E) and �ess(H0) = [E;1). This sort ofdescription can be generalised to the formal Hamiltonian appropriate toany molecular formula, as we now describe.An extremely powerful technique for the investigation of eigenvalues(the discrete spectrum) of an operator is the min-max principle pio-



13neered by Weyl and Courant [26]. This characterizes the (exact) eigen-values in terms of an extremum property of the operator. A modernformulation is Theorem XIII.1 in [20]; a self-adjoint operator A that isbounded from below, that is A � c I for some �nite c, has eigenvalues�n(A) that can be expressed as�n(A) = supUA(�1; �2; : : : �n�1) (1.14)where UA(�1; �2; : : : �m) = inf <  jAj > (1.15)and <  j >= 1,  2 [�1; : : : �m]?[�1; : : : �m]? = { j <  j�i >= 0; i = 1; 2; : : : m} (1.16)Then for each �xed n, eithera) there are n eigenvalues below �ess(A), and �n is the nth eigenvalueorb) �n is the bottom of �ess(A), and there are at most (n � 1)eigenvalues below �ess(A). The signi�cance of this result is that if�ess(A) = [a;1) for some a and we know that �n < a, there mustbe at least n eigenvalues [20].On the other hand if the variation in (1.14)-(1.16) is restricted to an-dimensional subspace of the domain of the operator A described byan orthogonal projection P, then the min-max principle can be used tocharacterize the eigenvalues �̂n of PAP, and this leads to�n � �̂n (1.17)which is the Rayleigh-Ritz principle. This is essentially the result thatL�owdin [1, 2] attributes to Weyl5, for if a variational calculation withsome trial function yields an expectation value < A > below the bottomof �ess(A), there must be at least one eigenvalue below < A >, by (1.17).We noted in Section 1 that the operator H1 obtained from (1.1)by taking the limit {mg ! 1;8g} is the basis of modern quantumchemistry; it is of course the familiar electronic Hamiltonian. Supposewe have found the energy eigenvalues Um(xn);xn = (xn1 ;xn2 ; : : : xnA) andcorresponding eigenfunctions 	m(xe;xn) of H1. The energies are to beused as e�ective potentials in the Schr�odinger equation for the nuclearmotion, " AXg p2g2mg + Um(xn)#�(xn)i = Emi�(xn)i (1.18)5But L�owdin was mistaken in his attribution to Weyl's paper [27], which contains fundamentalresults about �ess for bounded self-adjoint operators.



14to yield molecular energies {Emi}. The approximate ground-state energyE11 found in this way provides a lower bound to the true ground stateenergy E0, according to the operator inequalityH � U1(xn) + AXg p2g2mg � E11 (1.19)On the other hand, if the product wavefunction 	(xe;xn)1�(xn)1 is usedin a Rayleigh-Ritz calculation, the energy so obtained is an upper boundto E0, so we have the estimatesE11 � E0 � E11 + AXg c2g2mg (1.20)where the constants cg are independent of the nuclear masses [24, 28,29, 30].In order to use these results as information about the ground-statehowever we need quantitative information also about the bottom of�ess(A); this is much harder for the general N�particle Coulomb Hamil-tonian. A theorem of Weyl, [27] shows that if A is self-adjoint and anoperator B di�ers from it by only a compact perturbation, �ess(A) =�ess(B). The essential spectrum of the kinetic energy operator, �r2,is easily seen to be �ess(�r2) = [0;1] (e.g. consider its Fourier trans-form); Weyl's theorem su�ces to prove that �ess(�r2+V ) = �ess(�r2) =[0;1) for a large class of two-body Schr�odinger operators (after removalof the centre-of-mass contribution) with V ! 0 at in�nity, including thecase of the Coulomb interaction 1=r. Suppose we writeH = H0 + V (1.21)and de�ne the resolvents of H and H0 byR(E) = 1H�E R0(E) = 1H0 �E (1.22)Then by standard manipulations [31]R(E) = R0(E)�R0(E)V R(E) (1.23)In the two-body Coulombic case where H0 = �r2, and V = 1=r, thecrucial result is that R0(E)V is a compact operator, and so is bounded[30].This property fails in the N�body case where V is a sum over two-particle interactions V =Xi<j Vij(xi � xj)



15which are such that Vij(X) ! 0 as X ! 1, where X is the ij relativedistance coordinate. Then even though the two-body potential is well-behaved at in�nity, V fails to go to zero at in�nity in tubes wheren�1Xi=1 jxi � xnj2 !1while some jxi � xjj remain �nite. As a result, R0(E)V is not compact,andWeyl's theorem is no longer applicable. During the 1960's and 1970'sa di�erent decomposition of the resolvent was discovered and utilized inscattering theory, and this culminated �nally in the proof of the so-called HVZ theorem (Theorem XIII.17 in [20]) which demonstrates thatthe essential spectrum of the internal Coulombic Hamiltonian H0 can bewritten as �ess(H0) = [�;1) where � is the energy of the lowest two-body6 cluster decomposition of the N�particle system. Subsequently arather di�erent method of proof based on geometrical ideas was devel-oped; a valuable discussion of the HVZ theorem from this point of viewcan be found in [30].The Coulomb interaction belongs to a special class of two-body po-tentials that are called dilatation analytic. Indeed, suppose that Vij(X)has the property that the operatorJ(�) = V (e�X)(�r2 + 1)�1is compact and has an analytic continuation from real � to {�; jIm �j <�} for some � > 0. This su�ces to guarantee that any eigenvalues ofthe internal Hamiltonian H0 are of �nite multiplicity and can only ac-cumulate at thresholds [32]; physically, the thresholds correspond tofragmentation energies. The exploitation of the dilatation analyticityof the Coulombic interaction is commonly referred to as the complexcoordinate rotation technique [32, 33, 34]. It allows a particularly vividvisualization of the entire spectrum of H0, and generalizes the descriptionof the Helium atom we gave earlier. The continuous spectrum of H0 liesabove a certain (possibly in�nite) number of discrete states which arebound stationary states of the N�particle cluster (atom or molecule).The singular continuous spectrum of H0 is empty, �sc(H0) = ;. In thecomplex energy plane the continuous spectrum is a branch cut on thereal E axis starting at some value � and extending to +1; it is richin structure having numerous sets of other bound states embedded init. These are associated with the fragments that the N�particle cluster6It is necessary to consider the two-cluster threshold only, since the three-cluster thresholdcan be shown (see result (20b) of XIII.5 of [20]) to be above the two-cluster one and so on.



16can break up into. A new cluster fragment does not appear until theenergy has exceeded a characteristic threshold value. This descriptionof the spectrum is what one would expect intuitively from the facts ofmass spectrometry.Let x and p stand collectively for all the coordinate and momentumoperators of the N particles described by H, and write a position spacewavefunction as  N (x) with x = (x1;x2; : : :xN ), where as discussedpreviously, Section 3, only (N � 1) of the xi are independent of thecentre-of-mass coordinate �. Now introduce a dilatation transformationwith a unitary operator parameterized by an angle � such thatU(�) N (x) = ei3(N�1)�=2 N (xei�)The e�ect of U(�) is simply to transform x and p asx! xei� p! pei�Then we can construct the unitary transform of the molecular Hamilto-nian H under U(�) H = U(�)HU(�)�1With the assumption of Coulombic interactions between the particlesthe following conclusions can then be stated [34]:i Bound-state eigenvalues of H are independent of �, and identicalto those of H, for j�j < �=2;ii scattering thresholds corresponding to the possibility of fragmen-tation into all possible cluster fragments in di�erent states of excitationare also independent of � for j�j < �=2;iii the segments of continua beginning at each scattering thresholdrotate by an angle 2� into the lower half plane (� � 0), each about itsown threshold,iv in addition, discrete eigenvalues of H may appear in the sector0 > arg(z��) > �2� where z is the complex energy and � is the bottomof �ess(H) - these are associated with bound states with �nite lifetimes(resonances).5. Symmetry in the Coulomb HamiltonianIt would seem pertinent before we consider molecular symmetry fur-ther, to analyse more fully the consequences of the symmetries of theCoulomb Hamiltonian identi�ed in Section 3.Let us initially look at the translational symmetry and let the positionvariables in the problem be designated as xi which will be treated as acolumn matrix of three cartesian components x�i , � = x; y; z. Weregard the xi collectively as the 3 by NT matrix x. When it is necessary



17to distinguish between electrons and nuclei, the variables may be splitup into two sets, one set consisting of N variables, xei , describing theelectrons and the other set of A variables, xni , describing the nuclei withNT = N + A. Each of the particles has mass mi and charge Zie. Thecharge-numbers Zi are positive integers for a nucleus and minus one foran electron. In a neutral system the charge-numbers sum to zero.All that is needed to remove the centre of mass motion from the fullmolecule Hamiltonian is a coordinate transformation symbolised by(t �) = xV (1.24)In (1.24) t is a 3 by NT � 1 matrix and � is a 3 by 1 matrix, so thatthe combined (bracketed) matrix on the left of (1.24) is 3 by NT . V isan NT by NT matrix which, from the structure of the left side of (1.24),has a special last column whose elements areViNT =MT�1mi; MT = NTXi=1mi (1.25)Hence � is the standard centre-of-mass coordinate� =MT�1 NTXi=1mixi (1.26)As the coordinates tj; j = 1; 2; ::::NT �1 are to be translationally invari-ant, we requireNTXi=1 Vij = 0; j = 1; 2; ::::NT � 1 (1.27)on each remaining column of V and it is easy to see that (1.27) forcestj ! tj as xi ! xi + a, all i.The ti are independent if the inverse transformationx = (t �)V�1 (1.28)exists. The structure of the right side of (1.28) shows that the bottomrow of V�1 is special and, without loss of generality, we may require itselements to be(V�1)NT i = 1; i = 1; 2; :::::NT (1.29)The inverse requirement on the remainder of V�1 implies thatNTXi=1(V�1)jimi = 0; j = 1; 2; ::::NT � 1 (1.30)



18When we write the column matrix of the cartesian components of thepartial derivative operator as @=@xi, the coordinate change (1.24) gives@@xi = NT�1Xj=1 Vij @@tj +miMT�1 @@� (1.31)and when it seems more convenient this column matrix of derivativeoperators will also be denoted as the vector grad operator ~r(xi).If a second set t0 of translationally invariant coordinates is constructedit may be related to the original set by(t0 �) = (t �)V; V = V�1V0 (1.32)where V0 is the transformation matrix that de�nes t0. The matrix V is� G 00 1 � ; Gij = (V)ij; i; j = 1; 2; : : : A� 1 (1.33)It is easily seen that the form of (1.31) is preserved under a changefrom t to t0. It is thus the case that any set of translationally invari-ant coordinates can be related to any other set by means of a lineartransformation.The Hamiltonian (1.1) in the new coordinates becomesH(t; �) = ��h22 NT�1Xi;j=1 1�ij ~r(ti):~r(tj) + e28��o NTXi;j=10 ZiZjrij(t) � �h22MT r2(�)= H0(t)� �h22MT r2(�) (1.34)Here1=�ij = NTXk=1mk�1VkiVkj; i; j = 1; 2; :::NT � 1 (1.35)The NT � 1 dimensional square matrix composed of all the 1=�ij isdenoted as ��1. The operator rij is the interparticle distance operatorexpressed as a function of ti. Thusrij(t) = 0@X� (NT�1Xk=1 ((V�1)kj � (V�1)ki)t�k)21A1=2 (1.36)



19In (1.34) the ~r(ti) are grad operators expressed in the cartesian com-ponents of ti and the last term represents the centre-of-mass kineticenergy. Since the centre-of-mass variable does not enter the potentialenergy term, the centre-of-mass motion may be separated o� completelyso that the eigenfunctions of H are of the formT (�)	(t) (1.37)where 	(t) is a wavefunction for the Hamiltonian H0(t) (1.34) in (1.11)which we will refer to as the translationally invariant Hamiltonian.It should be emphasised that the xi simply specify �eld points, andcannot actually be particle coordinates because of the indistinguisha-bility of sets of identical particles. Weyl [35] and later Mackey [36]both stress that, in the case of sets of identical particles, in addition tosupporting the canonical quantum conditions, the space on which quan-tum mechanical operators act must be con�ned to a sub-space of thefull Hilbert space of de�nite permutational symmetry. This means thatthe e�ect of any operator on a function in this sub-space must be toproduce another function in the subspace. Multiplication of a properlysymmetrised function by a single coordinate variable produces a newfunction which is not in the symmetrised sub-space. Thus only opera-tors symmetric in all the coordinates of identical particles can properlybe deployed in the calculation of expectation values that represent ob-servables. Weyl discusses this in Section C 9 of Chapter IV of [35]. Hesays of the two particle case:Physical quantities have only an objective signi�cance if they dependsymmetrically on the two individuals.and he then goes on to generalise this conclusion to the symmetrical formfor the quantities constructed from the variables of N identical particles.He closes his discussion by looking at the two electron problem. He saysthat although it might be supposed that the electrons as a pair of twinscould be named \Mike" and \Ike"it is impossible for either of these individuals to retain his identity so thatone of them will always be able to say \I'm Mike" and the other \I'mIke". Even in principle one cannot demand an alibi of an electron! Inthis way the Leibnizian principle of coincidentia indiscernibilium holdsin quantum mechanics.This discussion holds for identical particles of any kind that are tobe described by quantum mechanics and it precludes the speci�cationof, for example, the expected value of a particular coordinate chosenfrom a set describing many identical particles. To avoid periphrasis weshall, however, continue to speak of the variables as if they were particlecoordinates.



20It is straightforward to enumerate the other symmetries of the trans-lationally invariant Hamiltonian. The general permutation of identicalparticles can be written asP(xexn) = (xexn)� Pe 00 Pn � � xP (1.38)where Pe and Pn are standard permutation matrices. They are orthog-onal with determinant �1 according to whether the permutation is ofeven or odd parity. The matrix Pn will have non-zero entries only foreach group of identical atomic nuclei and is most conveniently visualisedas having block diagonal form, one block for each group of identicalnuclei. The e�ect of this permutation on the translationally invariantcoordinates is: P(t �) = (t �)� H 00 1 � (1.39)where(H)ij = (V�1PV)ij ; i; j = 1; 2; :::::NT � 1 (1.40)The matrix H is not necessarily in standard permutational form neitheris it orthogonal, even though it has determinant �1 according to thesign of jPj. Thus under any permutation of like particles, the transla-tionally invariant coordinates will transform into linear combinations ofthemselves. Any chosen transformed coordinate will, generally, involveboth Pe and Pn in its de�nition. If it is desired to identify electronswith a particular set of translationally invariant coordinates, specialisedcoordinate choices must be made to avoid Pn becoming involved in thede�nition of their transformed forms, and even more specialised choicesmust be made to ensure that members of the chosen set transform onlyinto each other under Pe.Because the translationally invariant Hamiltonian is also invariantunder all rotations and rotation-reections of the translationally invari-ant coordinates, it will have eigenfunctions which provide a basis forirreducible representations (irreps) of the orthogonal group in three di-mensions O(3). Thus the eigenfunctions are expected to be of two kindsclassi�ed by their parity; each kind consists of eigenfunction sets, eachwith degeneracy 2J + 1, according to the irrep J = 0; 1; 2; : : : of SO(3)to which the eigenfunctions belong. The representations of O(3) aredistinct for each parity, and so there is no group theoretical reason toexpect eigenfunctions with di�erent parity to be degenerate.Simultaneously the eigenfunctions will provide irreps for the permuta-tion group S of the system. This group comprises the direct product of



21the permutation group SN for the electrons with the permutation groupsSAi for each set of identical nuclei i comprising Ai members. The phys-ically realisable irreps of this group are restricted by the requirementthat, when spin is properly incorporated into the eigenfunctions, theeigenfunctions form a basis only for the totally symmetric representa-tion, if bosons (spin 0, 1, 2 etc) or of the antisymmetric representation,if fermions ( spin 1/2, 3/2, 5/2 etc). Both of these representations areone-dimensional. We shall speak of irreps of the translationally invariantHamiltonian which correspond to physically realisable states as permuta-tionally allowed. In general such irreps will be many dimensional and sowe would expect to have to deal with degenerate sets of eigenfunctions inattempting to identify a molecule in the solutions to the translationallyinvariant problem.7Since all possible sets of translationally invariant coordinates can berelated by linear transformations, the spectrum of the translationally in-variant Hamiltonian is quite independent of the choice of translationallyinvariant coordinates made. It is, however, clear from the form of (1.36)that the asymptotic form of any particular H0(t) for a given interparticlecon�guration, will not in general be expressible at all simply in termsof the chosen set of the ti. Further, any linear transformations of the tithat may be induced by permutations according to (1.39), will compli-cate further the expression of asymptotic behaviour. Thus extreme caremust be exercised in any attempt to describe cluster decomposition forany given Coulomb Hamiltonian, and so situate the bottom of its essen-tial spectrum. These problems have been addressed by Balslev8 [37] whowas able to show that the essential spectrum of the translationally in-variant Coulomb Hamiltonian started at the lowest two-cluster thresholdwith compatible symmetry. In particular he showed that for the atomicCoulomb Hamiltonian there were in�nite sequences of discrete eigenval-ues for each symmetry type. It is the case then, that the HVZ theoremthat L�owdin [1, 2] referred to, still holds when all symmetries are consid-ered. However, actually to describe a given cluster decomposition it is, ingeneral, necessary to perform linear transformations of the translation-ally invariant coordinates so that the interparticle asymptotes may beproperly represented and also preserve permutational symmetry. Thislast is important because there may be particles of the same kind in eachof the clusters.7See the discussion of Theorem XIII.46 in [20].8see also Notes to Section XIII.5 in [20]



225.1 Symmetry and asymptotic behaviourAs an example of what is involved in cluster decomposition consider aneutral system with two nuclei and N electrons. Let the two nuclei havemasses mb andmc, and charges Zb and Zc and be located by coordinatesxb and xc. Then if one is investigating this system as if it were a diatomicmolecule, it is customary to de�ne a relative nuclear variable astn = xb � xc (1.41)A set of translationally invariant electronic variables may be written astei � ti = xei + vbxb + vcxc; i = 1; 2; : : : N; vb + vc = �1 (1.42)The inverse transformation isxb = mcM�1tn +Xxc = �mbM�1tn +Xxei = ti + (mbvc �mcvb)M tn +X (1.43)where M = mb +mc and X = M�1(mbxb +mcxc) is the usual centre-of-nuclear mass coordinate. It is seen that generally the de�nition ofti will be changed if xb and xc are interchanged, so if permutationsof the nuclear coordinates are to have no e�ect on the translationallyinvariant electronic coordinates, vb and vc must be chosen to be thesame for identical nuclei. This is just the sort of coordinate choice thatseems to have been made by Born and Oppenheimer [16] in Part VIII oftheir paper where they o�er an independent treatment of the diatomicmolecule9.The nuclear-electronic distances have to be supplied from (1.43) ac-cording to the particular choices made for vb and vc. A natural choicefor a homonuclear diatomic, and a possible one for a heteronuclear onetoo, is to choose both vb and vc to be �1=2, givingti = xei � 12(xb + xc) (1.44)xei = ti + (mc �mb)2M tn +X (1.45)9It is not quite clear from the paper precisely how the electronic coordinates were chosen.



23so that in the homonuclear case we get(xb � xej) = (tn2 � tj); (xc � xej) = (tn2 + tj)Let us consider the asymptotic behaviour of the electron-nucleus poten-tial terms here. As tn becomes very large, the nuclear repulsion term be-comes very small and, for any �xed values for the ti, the electron-nucleusattraction terms become small too, while the electronic repulsion termsremain constant. Thus the asymptotes of the problem so formulatedare a pair of bare nuclei with the ionised electrons referred to a pointmidway between them. This is clearly not a very good candidate for thelowest two-cluster decomposition.A much better choice for the lowest two-cluster decomposition wouldbe into a pair of neutral atoms. In these circumstances it would bereasonable to de�ne t0i = xei � xb; i = 1; 2; : : : Zbt0i = xei � xc; i = Zb + 1; : : : N (1.46)Notice that with this choice, the de�nition of the translationally invari-ant electronic coordinates is changed, if the nuclei are permuted. Theinverse of this transformation for the nuclei is as above in (1.43) whilethat for the electrons isxei = t01 + mcM tn +X; i = 1; 2; : : : Zbxei = t02 � mbM tn +X; i = Zb + 1; : : : NIf i and j are in di�erent clusters then(xei � xej) = (ti � tj � tn)so that the inter-electronic part of the potential has a dependence uponthe translationally invariant nuclear coordinates. The coordinates of theelectron-nucleus attraction terms take the form:(xei � xb) = (ti); (xei � xc) = (ti + tn)if i is in the �rst cluster and(xei � xc) = (ti); (xei � xb) = (ti � tn) (1.47)if i is in the second cluster. It is easily seen that this choice does allow thedissociation into a pair of separate atoms but at the cost of making the



24electronic repulsion term dependent upon what is formally, a nuclearvariable and also of considerably complicating the description of thepermutational symmetry of the electrons.The two sets (1.44) and (1.46) of translationally invariant coordinatesare related by t0i = ti � 12tn; i = 1; 2; : : : Zbt0i = ti + 12tn i = Zb + 1; : : : N (1.48)and obviously, any wave function obtained in one set of coordinates canbe re-expressed, though perhaps not at all conveniently, in the other.This establishes that the exact solutions to the problem expressed ineither set of coordinates yield the same energies, provided that the sameboundary conditions are imposed, in spite of having di�erent lookingwave functions; it is this fact that makes it possible to establish the HVZtheorem while restricting the permutational symmetry of the solutions.Clearly a somewhat di�erent approach is necessary when consider-ing how rotation-reection symmetry can be maintained asymptotically.The translationally invariant coordinates are not immediately adaptedto describe such symmetry. Descriptions of this kind of symmetry areusually o�ered in terms of three angular coordinates and a parity speci-�cation, together with 3NT �6 internal coordinates, which are invariantunder all rotation-reections. There are many rather delicate topologicalproblems raised by such a choice. The space de�ned is a quotient mani-fold that is only locally Euclidean and so coordinates can be de�ned onlylocally. In fact it always takes more than one coordinate system to coverthe quotient manifold, and this complicates greatly any explicit accountof the rotation-reection symmetry at the asymptotes. We shall followL�owdin in his discussion of angular momentum (rotational symmetry)and take the view that there are other di�culties that for the momentmust be given higher priority.5.2 Symmetry and particle identityIn view of the above discussion and the arguments advanced by Bornand Oppenheimer [16], it may be helpful to express H0(t) in terms of twosets of coordinates. One set consists of A � 1 translationally invariantcoordinates tni expressed entirely in terms of the original xni :tni = AXj=1xnj V nji ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; A� 1 (1.49)



25here Vn is a non-singular matrix whose last column is special, withelements V niA =M�1mi; M = AXi=1mi (1.50)so that the coordinate X, de�ned by its last column, is the coordinateof the centre-of-nuclear mass. The elements in the �rst A � 1 columnsof Vn each sum to zero, exactly as in the general case, to ensure trans-lational invariance. The other set comprises N translationally invariantcoordinates of the form tei = xei + AXj=1 vjxnj (1.51)For de�niteness we shall choose vi = �mi=M so that the translationallyinvariant electronic coordinates are the original electronic coordinatesexpressed relative to the centre-of-nuclear-mass. For generality10 thesystems that we shall consider must have A � 4. The inverse relationsare xei = X+ tei (1.52)xni = X+ A�1Xj=1 tnj ((Vn)�1)ji (1.53)with ((Vn)�1)Ai = 1; i = 1; 2; :::::A (1.54)while the inverse requirement on the remaining rows givesAXi=1((Vn)�1)jimi = 0 j = 1; 2; ::::A � 1 (1.55)The centre-of-mass and the centre-of-nuclear-mass are related by� = X+ mMT NXi=1 tei (1.56)The translationally invariant Coulomb Hamiltonian now takes theform: H0(t)! He(te) + Hn(tn) + Hen(tn; te) (1.57)10The cases A = 1, A = 2 and A = 3 (the nuclear con�gurations that de�ne, respectively, apoint, a line and a plane) must be given special attention and to consider them here woulddeect us from the main thrust of the argument.



26The part of the Hamiltonian which can be associated with electronicmotion isHe(te) = � �h22� NXi=1r2(tei )� �h22M NXi;j=10~r(tei ) � ~r(tej) + e28��0 NXi;j=10 1jtej � tei j(1.58)with 1=� = 1=m+ 1=M (1.59)while the part that can be associated with nuclear motion isHn(tn) = ��h22 A�1Xi;j=1 1�nij ~r(tni ):~r(tnj ) + e28��0 AXi;j=10 ZiZjrij(tn) (1.60)where rij(tn) is de�ned just as in the general case (1.36) but using thetni and (Vn)�1, that isrij(tn) =  X� (A�1Xk=1((Vn�1)kj � (Vn�1)ki)tn�k)2!1=2 (1.61)and the inverse mass matrix is similarly specialised as1=�nij = AXk=1mk�1V nkiV nkj; i; j = 1; 2; :::A � 1 (1.62)The electronic and nuclear motion are coupled only via a potential term:Hen(tn; te) = � e24��0 AXi=1 NXj=1 Zir0ij(tn; te) (1.63)and the electron-nucleus distance expression becomesjxni � xej j � r0ij = �����A�1Xk=1 tnk(Vn)�1ki � tej����� (1.64)It follows from (1.39) that this choice of translationally invariant co-ordinates is such that the tei transform under a permutation of the xeiexactly as do the xei and remain unchanged under any permutation ofthe xni . The tni are invariant under any permutation of the xei while apermutation of the xni produces a transformation among the tni just asin (1.39) but with the variables restricted to the tni , the permutationsonly among the identical nuclei and with transformation matrices in-volving only the nuclear variables. This choice makes He(te) trivially



27invariant under permutations of the original electronic coordinates andindependent of any particular choice of translationally invariant nuclearcoordinates. Similarly Hn(tn) is independent of any particular choice oftranslationally invariant electronic coordinates and is also invariant un-der any permutation of the original coordinates of identical nuclei. Theinteraction operator Hen(tn; te) is obviously invariant under a permuta-tion of the original electronic coordinates and is also invariant under apermutation of the original coordinates of identical nuclei.Although, for a given choice of boundary conditions, the spectrumof the translationally invariant Hamiltonian is precisely the same withthis choice of coordinates as it would be for any other choice, we mighthope to recognise in these coordinates an eigenfunction correspondingto a molecule, rather more easily than we would in some other choices.We might hope too, that if we �nd a suitably localised eigenfunction	(tn; te) then it might be possible to write it in good approximation inthe electron-nuclear product form �(tn) (te; rij(tn)) in the spirit of theBorn and Oppenheimer analysis. It should be noted explicitly that thechoice of a product form to approximate the exact eigenfunction doesnot mean that any permutational symmetry of the problem is beingneglected here or will in future be neglected in this context.Let us consider now the behaviour of such functions under identicalparticle permutations. Let a particular irreducible representation of thesymmetric group of the electronic coordinates be denoted as [�]N andlet the conjugate representation be denoted as [e�]N . For electrons (orany spin 1=2 particles) the representation of the symmetric group carriedby the spin-eigenfunctions �S;MS;i must be one described by a no morethan two-rowed Young diagram, that is [�]N � [�1; �2] where�1 = N=2 + S; �2 = N=2 � SThe representations are independent of the choice of MS and i labelsthe rows (columns) of the representation. The dimension of the repre-sentation is given by the Wigner numberfNS = (2S + 1)N !(N=2 + S + 1)!(N=2 � S)!Assuming that the translationally invariant part of the Coulomb Hamil-tonian for the chosen system has eigenfunctions in the discrete spectrumthen, among them, there will be a degenerate set that provides a basis forthe representation conjugate to that for the chosen spin-eigenfunctions.The representation and the conjugate representation have the same di-mension and a basis of space-spin products can be formed which belongsto the antisymmetric representation of the symmetric group and hence



28satis�es the Pauli Principle. For example, suppose that a 10 electron sys-tem, such as ammonia, was being considered and it was hoped to identifya singlet state. In this case (ignoring for the moment the nuclear vari-ables) one would be looking for a set of 42 degenerate eigenfunctionsof the Coulomb Hamiltonian which provided a basis for the irrep g[5; 5]under permutations of electronic variables. These would be functions ofthe kind earlier called permutationally allowed.One could provide precisely similar arguments to deal with protonsand so to describe ammonia, for example, one might look for a nuclearspin doublet arising from the protons and then [�]A would just be [2; 1]and one would be looking for a pair of degenerate functions to providea basis for the irrep g[2; 1] under permutation of the protons. Thus todescribe ammonia in a singlet electronic spin state with a doublet nuclearspin state one would have to �nd a degenerate set of 84 eigenfunctionsamong the eigenfunctions of the Coulomb Hamiltonian to provide a basisfor the permutationally allowed irrep of SN (10) � SA(3).This sort of argument could be extended to particles with spins otherthan 1=2 and with Bose rather than Fermi statistics. To do so is, how-ever, much more di�cult and, so far as the authors know, has neverbeen systematically attempted. The di�culties arise because it is muchharder in the general case than it is with particles of spin 1=2, to as-sociate the spin functions with their space parts to produce functionsof appropriate symmetry. Although it is true that particles of spin scan provide a basis for representations of the symmetric group corre-sponding to Young diagrams with, at most, only 2s + 1 rows, it is notin general possible to determine the lengths of these rows simply fromthe total S and N values in the problem. One cannot then make anysimple association between particular spin-eigenfunctions and a matchedspatial function. To achieve the required results it is necessary to de-ploy the formal machinery of the symmetric group in constructing aClebsch-Gordan series from the full set of space-spin products in orderto isolate in the direct product space either the antisymmetric irreps forfermions, or symmetric irreps for bosons. For the present, it will haveto be su�cient to know that it could be done.If one moves from ammonia to a larger molecule, for example, thesimple hydrocarbon with empirical formula C8H8, then a host of otherproblems begin to emerge. Consider �rst the 56 electrons. It is easy,though tedious, to show that the dimension of the permutationally al-lowed representation g[28; 28] for the singlet state, given by the Wignerformula fNS with N = 56 and S = 0, is53 � 47 � 44 � 43 � 41� 37� 35� 34� 31 ' 2:6 1014



29so that for this rather simple system one can expect the eigenfunctions,if any, in the discrete spectrum of H0(t) to be very extensively degener-ate even without considering any degeneracies arising from the nuclearvariables.Interestingly enough such a possibility may have troubled Born andOppenheimer [16]. In their discussion of equation (15) in Part I of thepaper they write Vn as the sum of the electronic and nuclear repulsionenergy for the nth electronic state and say [18]:Moreover we assume that Vn is a non-degenerate eigenvalue. As a mat-ter of fact, this is never the case, since, because of the indistinguishabil-ity of the electrons the resonance degeneracy, discovered by Heisenbergand Dirac, enters; : : :. But since we are concerned here only with thesystematics of the approximation procedure, we will not consider thesedegeneracies. Their consideration would require higher approximationsin the secular equation.The work of Dirac referred to in this quotation is from Section 3 of [12]but nowhere is the sheer extent of the likely degeneracy at all discussed.Our primary concern here is not with the extent of the degeneracy,but rather the occurence of isomers. The Coulomb Hamiltonian H0(t)for C8H8 is the molecular Hamiltonian for cubane, cyclooctatetrene,vinylbenzene and many other compounds too. Indeed it is even themolecular Hamiltonian for a system with optical isomers, 3-vinyl hexa-1,4-diyne, which has the molecular formulaHjCH2 = CH � C � C � CHjC � C � CH3and in which the central carbon is clearly chiral by the conventionalrules. For a chiral molecule the only symmetry operation is the identity(point group C1).This might not seem too serious a matter for it might be argued thatthe di�erent isomers corresponded simply to di�erent eigenstates of thesame Hamiltonian, H0. But in classical structural chemistry, di�erentisomers mean di�erent geometries and it is the idea of a distinct geometrythat is problematic in quantum mechanics. If we write the variablescorresponding to the carbon nuclei in C8H8 as xnj ; j = 1; : : : 8 and thosecorresponding to the protons as xni+8; i = 1; : : : 8 then a particular CHinterparticle distance is xCHij = jxni+8 � xnj j



30One might be tempted to suppose that the calculation of the expectedvalues of such interparticle distances with a particular eigenfunction of H0would determine the geometry. However we have seen in Section 5 thatxCHij is not a proper observable. The only possible operator incorporatingthese distances is the symmetrical sum8Xi;j=1xCHijand all that can be inferred from its expectation value is that, on av-erage, all the CH interparticle distances are the same. This is not tosuppose that this average value is the same for all the eigenfunctions ofH0 that might be investigated in a search for isomers, it is simply thatwhat di�erences there might be, cannot support the detailed geometri-cal interpretation which is characteristic of classical chemical structuretheory.However, one might hope to get somewhere with the idea of a geo-metrical structure by considering the development of the de�nition todeal with a system described in a frame �xed in the body. Since we areinterested only in a localised region of con�guration space in which wehope to identify the molecule, it is reasonable to start from the Hamil-tonian (1.57). The idea here is to somehow �x a coordinate frame in thesystem and to de�ne its orientation by means of 3 Eulerian angles, �mde�ned entirely in terms of the A � 1 translationally invariant tni . Theremaining motions of the system are then described in terms of 3A � 6internal coordinates qk which are so de�ned as to be invariant to anyorthogonal transformations of the tni , together with the zi which are thetei expressed in the frame �xed in the body.In such a coordinate system the Hamiltonian takes the general formH = Hrot + Hvib + Hrvwhere the particular forms of each term depend on how the choices aremade for the Eulerian angles and the internal coordinates. But if wecan make choices here such that the rotational part of this Hamiltonianlooks something like Hrot = L2x2I0xx + L2y2I0yy + L2z2I0zzwhere the L� are the components of the total angular momentum oper-ator and I0�� are the nuclear principal moments of inertia then we aresome way towards identifying a chemical molecule. One thinks this be-cause in traditional molecular spectroscopy, the molecule is identi�ed by



31its rotational characteristics, even if vibrational motion is also involved,and its rotational characteristics are explained in terms of moments ofinertia of a geometrical �gure composed of point masses.Starting from the Coulomb Hamiltonian, to arrive at a Hamiltonianwhich had an angular part of this form, a neutral and natural choicewould seem to be to choose the Eulerian angles to de�ne an orthogonalmatrix C that diagonalises the nuclear inertia tensor. This yields mo-ments of inertia and puts the Hamiltonian in principal axis form, justthe form appropriate to describe a rigid rotator in classical mechanics.The principal axis approach to the molecule was attempted in classicalmechanics by Eckart [38] in 1934, shortly before the approach [15] thatwe have referred to in Section 2. It was tried too, almost simultaneously,by Hirschfelder and Wigner [39] using quantum mechanics. It has beenused on many subsequent occasions, even in nuclear structure theory[40]. It leads to a rotational Hamiltonian of the formHrot = IxxL2x2(Izz � Iyy)2 + IyyL2y2(Ixx � Izz)2 + IzzL2z2(Iyy � Ixx)2This is not at all like the rigid rotor operator given above. Here theoperator is divergent whenever two nuclear moments of inertia are thesame. It is thus quite impossible to describe a symmetric top moleculein this formulation. It seemed to pose such a severe problem that Eckartobserved in the abstract of his paper [38] that:The ordinary moments of inertia appear in the Lagrangian kinetic en-ergy but these are replaced by other functions of the radii of gyration inthe Hamiltonian. This throws doubt upon all molecular con�gurationsassigned on the basis of empirical values of moments of inertia.Indeed it turns out more generally, inspite of some heroic e�orts byvan Vleck [41], that the Hamiltonian so derived is largely ine�ective indescribing molecules in terms of their traditional geometrical structuresand so it found no use in the elucidation of molecular spectra. As we haveseen, Eckart [15], got round this di�culty by de�ning a frame �xed in thebody so that in that frame, a particular chosen geometrical shape, thereference geometry for the molecule, could be composed from constantvectors. This choice led to the rotational part of his Hamiltonian havingexactly the classically expected form when the nuclei occupied theirequilibrium positions. Furthermore Eckart was able to show that whenthis happened, the interaction part Hrv of his Hamiltonian, vanished. Ofcourse, Eckart did not derive his form from the Coulomb Hamiltonian,he simply used what he knew about classical molecular structure to buildan appropriate potential and it is unsurprising that the results of usingthat Hamiltonian con�rm the assumptions used in its construction.



32It should be noticed that in the principal axis form, no permutationalsymmetry has been disregarded and the Hamiltonian remains invariantunder any permutation of identical particle coordinates. In the laterEckart form, some permutational symmetry has been disregarded. It isoften assumed that this disregard can be justi�ed if the potential energysurface that arises from making the Born Oppenheimer approximationto solutions of the Coulomb Hamiltonian, has certain features. Thisview originates in some work [42] of Longuet-Higgins in the early 1960sbut it has been much extended and developed since then. It is to anexamination of this view that we turn in the next section.6. The Born Oppenheimer approximation andthe potential energy surface.As was pointed out by us in 1976, [43], the general arguments madeby Born and Oppenheimer in [16] are really quite formal. This is equallytrue of the later work by Born which is described in appendix VIII of hisbook with Huang [44]. To make the arguments mathematically preciseand to estimate errors, it is necessary to �nd a way of dealing with themathematical problems raised by the invariance of the Hamiltonian touniform translations, orthogonal transformations and permutations ofthe variables, while preserving a plausible distinction between electronicand nuclear variables. A suitable translationally invariant Hamiltonianhas been given in (1.57) but as we have seen, it is not an appropriateone for the description of the atomic dissociation asymptotes of theproblem. This Hamiltonian is relevant for the purposes of describingelectrons and nuclei separately, only in respect of eigenfunctions whichare suitably localised, and, as we shall see, it is the Hamiltonian thathas been used to provide a mathematical underpinning for the Born-Oppenheimer approach. So far as is known at present, it cannot be usedto provide a similar underpinning for the later approach of Born [44] andwe shall not consider this further here. It is recognised, of course, thatit is this later Born approach which provides the basis for the standarddescriptions of molecular dissociation and other reactions.The full electronic Hamiltonian arising from (1.57) is obtained asHelec = He(te)� e24��0 AXi=1 NXj=1 Zir0ij(tn; te) + e28��0 AXi;j=10 ZiZjrij(tn) (1.65)and this is the Hamiltonian used by Klein et al [45] in their considerationof the precise formulation of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation for



33polyatomic systems11. This Hamiltonian is invariant under all orthogo-nal transformations of coordinates so that its eigenfunctions, if any, areangular momentum eigenstates with de�nite parity. It is also invariantunder the permutation of the variables of any set of identical particles.In [45] it is assumed that (1.65) has a discrete eigenvalue which hasa minimum as a function of the tni in the neighborhood of some valuestni = ai. Because of the rotation-inversion invariance, such a minimumexists on a three dimensional sub-manifold for all ai such thatai ! Rai; R 2 O(3)The ai therefore de�ne the geometrical shape of the minimum in theusual way. If the minimum �gure is a plane then the potential well isdi�eomorphic to SO(3) while if it is non-planar then it is di�eomorphicto O(3) and so the well is actually a symmetric double well. In eithercase, Klein et al show that the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the fullproblem can be obtained as WKB-type expansions to all orders of theexpansion parameter, the square root of the ratio of the electronic to atypical nuclear mass. Because of the way the Hamiltonian is formulatedthe invariance of the Hamiltonian under permutations of the electronicvariables is readily considered and the electronic wavefunction can easilybe chosen in permutationally allowed form, no matter what the nucleargeometry happens to be. However it is rather less easy to considerpermutational invariance when some of the nuclei are identical and, infact, such permutations are not considered in [45].In our view it would be very desirable to attempt to extend the ar-guments of Klein et al to include invariance under the permutation ofidentical nuclear variables in a way analogous to that in which rotationalinvariance is considered. It would have to be assumed that the requiredminimum exists on an appropriate sub-manifold for all ai such thatai ! Pai; 8P 2 SAThis requirement would, presumably, result is a multi-well problem to besolved. Quantum mechanical problems of this form have been studied, atleast in the semi-classical limit by Hel�er and Sj�ostrand [47] for example.The eigenfunctions of the full Hamiltonian with such a multi-well poten-tial would, again presumably, be viewable as superpositions of variousrotationally invariant forms associated with particular nuclear geome-tries. But, on average, there would be only one interparticle distance forlike particles. It should be stressed however, that this is speculative and11A detailed consideration of the diatomic system can be found in [30, 46].



34we have no �rm mathematical results to support such a view. Howeverthat may be, such a multiple minimum view is not the one usually takenin spectroscopic calculations. Rather, as we have seen in our discussionof the Eckart Hamiltonian, a single speci�c assignment of molecular ge-ometry is made in which the nuclei are identi�ed. In the context of thepresent discussion this might be considered as a choice of geometry thatde�nes just one of the permutationally equivalent minima and, as wehave also seen, this is to neglect some of the permutational symmetry ofthe problem. The work by Longuet-Higgins [42] o�ered a justi�cation ofthis in terms of the idea of a feasible permutation. If, within the chosenwell on the potential energy surface, a permutation of identical nucleicould be described by a point group operation on the nuclear frame-work then such a permutation was feasible. If such a permutation couldbe described only by an energetically demanding dismantling and re-assembling of the the molecular model, then such a permutation wouldnot be a feasible one. What permutations are feasible depends uponthe energy range being considered. Such non-point group operations asrotation about a single bond are often considered feasible operations inthis context and there is nowadays a pretty complete theory of the sym-metry feasible operations, usually called the theory of the the NuclearPermutation Inversion Group. A critical account of this theory and anexposition of others in the same vein, can be found in the monographby Ezra [48].If our analysis of the problem is correct, however, these approachescannot be considered fully satisfactory. The arguments given above im-ply that in order to construct the potential well in terms of which feasibleoperations can be de�ned, it is necessary largely to ignore the permuta-tional symmetry that feasible operations are invoked to restore at leastin part. There is also something of a logical di�culty in such approaches.The permutations of the variables of identical particles are simply math-ematical operations in the quantum theory: they do not correspond tophysical operations. However, once the idea of feasibility is associatedwith a permutation then some physical e�ect seems inevitably to be im-plied. So it is not clear if the idea of a feasible permutation is equivalentto the more abstract mathematical idea in the underlying theory.Our position here can be summarised by saying that we believe thatthe work of Klein et al [45] and of others, for example Hagedorn [49],has put the Born-Oppenheimer approximation on a �rm foundation butwithout considering fully the permutational invariances of the problem.We think that such invariances might well be included without seriouslya�ecting the arguments used and that the basic intuition of Born andOppenheimer, that wave functions of electron-nuclear product form are



35adequate approximations in the circumstances speci�ed, will remain acorrect one. If we are right however, there will be a major di�erencebetween the solutions to the traditional and our extended formulationof the Born-Openheimer problem. The solutions to the extended formu-lation will provide basis functions for irreps of S, the full permutationgroup of the system. This is because all the permutational symmetry hasbeen included in posing the extended problem. But with such solutions,as we have seen, the idea of molecular structure ceases to have its usualmeaning and any de�nition of the term `molecule' becomes problematic.7. DiscussionIn the preceding sections we have attempted to describe some of thebasic properties of the Coulomb Hamiltonian for a collection of electronsand nuclei. Per-Olov L�owdin sought to found a mathematical de�nitionof a molecule on such a discussion, but recognized that the theory wasfar from completion. We may mention several aspects of the quantummechanics of molecules that he left as problems for the future (Section 3);�rstly his suggestion of an `energy surface' as an account of isomerism hasan ad hoc character, for the nature of the parameters � was left entirelyobscure from the point of view of the fundamental theory. Then, what isthe mathematical nature of the constraints required to make the 12A(A�1) interatomic distances in a system containing A nuclei consistent witha de�nite molecular structure ? Finally we recall that we noted earlierthat, from the perspective of the theory of the Coulomb Hamiltonianfor a system of electrons and nuclei, L�owdin found the occurrence ofisomerism and molecular symmetry a mystery whose unravelling wouldrequire new ideas. Recently, Simon has presented a list of open problemsin mathematical physics [11], among which Problem 12 is of relevancehere: Problem 12: Is there a mathematical sense in which one can justifyfrom �rst principles current techniques for determining molecular con-�gurations ?This problem, although stated in mathematically vague terms, shouldbe viewed as asking for some precise way to go from fundamental quan-tum theory to con�gurations of molecules; evidently Simon does not seeab initio electronic structure theory as a complete answer.The characteristic feature of any molecular structure is the identi�ca-tion of particular atoms with speci�c locations in the molecule. Typicallythis entails that identical nuclei are treated as distinguishable entities(`methyl hydrogens', `hydroxyl hydrogens' etc.). How then can identicalparticles be regarded as distinguishable in a quantum theory ? It is clear



36that no continuous approximation can lead to a change in the symmetrygroup of any given Hamiltonian, since symmetries are either present orabsent. It is also clear that a linear Schr�odinger equation for a �nitesystem cannot generate states that exhibit spontaneously broken sym-metries. Symmetry breaking is a familiar occurrence in quantum �eldtheories [50] and we leave open the possibilities that either the system ofelectrons and nuclei can be considered to be macroscopic (N the num-ber of particles!1) with molecules appearing as quasi-particles, or, if�nite, is coupled to a quantized �eld that represents its \environment"as in discussions of decoherence; however we do not wish to pursue thisline here beyond noting that the properties of the Coulomb Hamiltonianare likely to be important in such discussions [56, 57, 58].Let us, with L�owdin [2], con�ne attention to the Coulomb Hamilto-nian for a molecule, equation (1.1), on the assumption that somehowall the information about molecular symmetry is contained within it.Several observations seem pertinent. We know that the treatment ofidentical particles is a matter of fundamental di�erence between classi-cal and quantum mechanics. In classical mechanics we describe motionby specifying the orbits of the individual particles under the given clas-sical dynamical law. Even though the particles may be identical, if theinitial conditions have been set, it makes perfect sense to say that ata given instant in time, t, particle 1 is moving along orbit 1, particle2 is moving along orbit 2 and so on. Any permutation of the identi-cal particles will also be a solution of the dynamical problem, since theclassical equations of motion are invariant under such permutations, butthis solution belongs to another set of initial conditions i.e to a distinctphysical situation [31]. So a classical description of a molecular structureinvolving identical nuclei in terms of an association between a speci�edparticle and a speci�ed potential well in which it is localized is perfectlynatural.The characteristic features of the quantum mechanical treatment ofpermutation symmetry can be seen in the simple case of two identicalparticles. Given a set of single-particle states f�k(x)g, which we maytake to be orthonormal, a general state of a two-particle system can beconstructed as the superposition	(1; 2) = Xk;k0 ck;k0 �k(x1) �k0(x2) (1.66)according to the usual rules of quantum mechanics the coe�cients fck;k�ghave the interpretation that jck;k�j2 is the probability that particle 1 isin state k, while particle 2 is in state k�. Let P12 be the linear operator



37that permutes the variables of particles 1 and 2, such that acting on	(1,2) it gives the state�(1; 2) � P12 	(1; 2) = Xk;k0 ck;k0 �k(x2) �k0(x1) (1.67)Now the probability that particle 1 is in state k while particle 2 is instate k�is jck�;kj2 which in general is di�erent from jck;k�j2, so that thestate �(1,2) resulting from the action of P12 is a di�erent vector in theHilbert space.However if the two particles are identical , �(1,2) and 	(1,2) shouldbe states representing the same physical situation, and hence can di�erat most by a sign; equivalently the probabilities jck;k�j2 and jck�;kj2 mustbe equal and so [31] ck;k0 = � ck0;kThe + sign here means that the state 	 is symmetric in the particlevariables 	(1; 2) = 	(2; 1)while the � sign is associated with an antisymmetric state	(1; 2) = � 	(2; 1)in turn, these are eigenstates of the permutation operator P12 with eigen-values +1 and �1 respectively. As shown by Dirac [12] the permutationP12 can be considered to be a dynamical variable in quantum mechanics;P12, considered as a dynamical variable, has no classical limit, and thereis no analogous quantity in classical mechanics.If the particles are identical all physical observables 
i must be sym-metric functions of the variables, and so will commute with the permu-tation operator [P12; 
i] = 0one of the 
i will be the Hamiltonian H of course, and thus P12 is aconstant of the motion _P12 = i�h [H; P12] = 0The eigenstates of H will be simultaneous eigenstates of P12. Thus thedynamical evolution of the system cannot cause transitions from onesubspace to the other i.e. they are incoherent spaces and are never mixed



38in superpositions. The restriction of the possible states of the system tolie in either the symmetric subspace or the antisymmetric subspace istherefore consistent with the equations of motion. It is also reasonableto suppose that if the two particles are perturbed by some interactionV it cannot disturb the permutation symmetry of the system,[P12; V] = 0since, following Weyl's whimsical example referred to in Section 5, noperturbation can distinguish between \Mike" and \Ike" [35]. The text-book discussion of the states of the Helium atom is a paradigmatic ex-ample of these ideas, but they are of course quite generally applicableto any identical particles (in any numbers) in a quantum mechanicalsystem. The exchange degeneracy characteristic of identical particles inquantum mechanics is associated with the occurrence of superpositionssuch as (1.66). Thus it seems essential to �nd reasons why such super-positions can be suppressed, so that the state reduces to something likea Hartree product	(1; 2) =  (1; 2) � �k(x1) �k0(x2)A clue to the nature of the functions �k(x) may perhaps be gleanedfrom a remark attributed to Pauli: \No description of the motion of anelectron in an atom in space and time is given......this is clear from thefact that, outside the domain of validity of geometrical optics it is im-possible to construct `rays' that can be considered as orbits of particles."[51] In the context of a quantum mechanical theory, geometrical opticscorresponds to the semiclassical limit (�h! 0) i.e. the WKB approxima-tion. Of course �h has a de�nite value depending on the system of unitsused, and has the dimensions of action (or angular momentum), and �h= 0 cannot be realized in the physical world. What we mean by thesemiclassical limit is the situation where, if S a typical classical actionin the system under consideration, there is a parameter � = (�h/S) thatis negligibly small.The quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for a N -particle system in acoordinate representation isH = � �h2Xi r2i2mi + V(x)with Schr�odinger equationH  (x) = E  (x)



39The limits �h! 0 or mi ! 1 for some i are closely related; they lead tosingular perturbation problems since in the limit the coe�cient of thehighest-order di�erential operator in the Schr�odinger equation is put tozero. Thus in quantum mechanics, �h = 0 is a point of singularity; if itwere not, the semiclassical limit would be trivial for we could solve thequantum mechanical problem with �h as a parameter and then set �h =0 at the end. The discrete spectrum of the Hamiltonian is associatedwith in�nitely long-lived states, and the semi-classical limit is furthercomplicated by the conjunction of the two limits t ! 1, �h ! 0 whichdo not commute; on the other hand, it is precisely this fact that leadsto a remarkable richness of physically relevant phenomena [52, 53]. Thissuggests that a possibly crucial contribution to L�owdin's programme isthe detailed exploration of the asymptotic behaviour of the Schr�odingerequation for the Coulomb Hamiltonian, with the consequences of theoccurrence of identical nuclei being fully accounted for.Suppose that the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian is writtenH = H(x; p)and consider its transform with an unitary operator U that is purely afunction of the coordinates, U = ei S(x)=�hso that H(x0;p0) = U H U�1 = H (x; p + rS) (1.68)The traditional derivation of the semiclassical limit [54] is that since p! �i�hr, the momentum drops out of the Hamiltonian in the limit �h!0 and the Schr�odinger equation reduces to the classical Hamilton-Jacobi(HJ) equation H(x; rS) = EThe solutions of the HJ equation determine the dynamics of the classicalsystem described by H; the WKB approximation says that for a partially(or completely) integrable system there is a regular spectrum of energylevels that can be obtained by imposing the Einstein-Brillouin-Kelleror Maslov conditions on the action integrals over closed curves Ck oninvariant N -tori, [55]ICk p:dx = (nk + )h; k = 1; :::::N (1.69)



40A limitation of this formulation, for our purposes, is that it is basedon picking out particular classical solutions according to the EBK quan-tization condition (1.69), that is, it approximates the quantum solutionfrom the classical side of the singular limit �h ! 0, for which there isno permutation operator as a dynamical variable. However the semi-classical limit can be studied in a Hilbert space setting; for example themicroscope transformation used by Combes and Seiler [30] to give a rig-orous version of the Born-Oppenheimer theory of a diatomic molecule isessentially a semiclassical theory. It is applicable if there is a minimumin the potential Vmin = V(x0) associated with a particular con�gurationof the particles12 that is deep enough for the lowest energy eigenstatesto be localized about x0. One can look at these states with a `micro-scope' with a certain resolving power that depends on Planck's constant- loosely speaking, this means that it is possible to study the limit �h! 0 from the quantum side of the problem, and it is possible that theconsequences for permutation symmetry can be studied in this setting.As yet this has not been done, as far as we are aware.The microscope transformation is based on a unitary transformationof the form U� = ei S�(x;p)=�h; S�� = S�where � is a parameter to be determined. The usual rules yield	� = U�1�  ; H� = U�1� H U�x� = x � @S�@p ; p� = p + @S�@xThe Hermitian operator S� is chosen so that the transformation pro-duces a translation to make x0 the origin of the coordinates, and adilation (scale transformation)@S�@p = (1 � �) (x � x0); @S�@x = (1 � �)� p (1.70)These relations show that S� is a non-integrable function of the phase-space variables (x, p), that is, it doesn't have a de�nite value at (x, p),but it does have well-de�ned derivatives given by equation (1.70) exceptat � = 0; at this point the transformation equations have a singularity.Under this transformation a Hamiltonian of the form12The multiminima case can also be treated in this way.



41H = Xi p2i2mi + V(x)is transformed to H� = V(x0) + �2 K(�)whereK(�) = � �h2�4 Xi r2i2mi + 1�2 (V(x0 + �(x � x0) ) � V(x0))We now put � = p�h so as to eliminate � from the kinetic energyterm in K(�); with this choice for �, unitary equivalence of the spectrumimplies that the eigenvalues of the original Hamiltonian H are related tothose of K(�) by En = V(x0) + �h �n(�)Provided V is analytic in � it can be expanded about � = 0, and thisputs K(�), in lowest order, into the form of a sum of coupled oscillatorsso that the �rst approximation for the eigenvalue function �n is�n � Xk !k �nk + 12 �In the Born-Oppenheimer calculation for the diatomic molecule [30],analyticity of V in � could be proven, and the role of p�h was taken bythe usual BO expansion parameter � = (me/MNu) 14 .The singular nature of the transformation is demonstrated by themodi�cation of the spectrum associated with the limit � ! 0. Thespectrum of the Coulomb Hamiltonian for a molecule was discussed inSection 4; for the diatomic molecule, �ess(H) starts at the lowest two-body threshold � = �A(mA) + �B(mB) given by the minimal valueof the sums of pairs of binding energies for atoms A and B with �nitemasses mA and mB respectively. On the other hand the spectrum ofthe electronic Hamiltonian, H1, is purely continuous, �(H1) = [Vmin,1). In the limit mA, mB ! 1, � does not generally converge to Vmin;instead the missing part of the continuous spectrum [Vmin, �A(1) +�B(1)] is provided by an accumulation of bound states in this interval[59].While the microscope transformation is formally applicable to thepolyatomic case, it may not be su�cient to control the asymptotic be-haviour. The work of Klein et al. was based on a powerful symbolic



42operator method, the pseudodi�erential calculus [45, 60]. Interestingly,these investigations utilize a formalism closely associated with L�owdin,namely the partitioning technique. The complement of the adiabaticsubspace can be used to fold the non-adiabatic terms into a modi�edHamiltonian acting on the adiabatic subspace, as an energy dependentoperator. This turns out to be a useful procedure because bounds can beestablished for its contribution. Whether these techniques are su�cientto investigate the consequences of treating identical nuclei explicitly re-mains to be seen however. In our view the intrinsically quantal nature ofindistinguishability of particles is the major hurdle that must be clearedif L�owdin's programme is to be developed further.8. DedicationThis paper is dedicated to the memory of Per-Olov L�owdin.
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